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aamir and anuradha are, here, beautiful fierces, and the two are capable to show off which they do every moment of the film at those potential moments. the face of dil hai ke manta nahin, aamir is not those. his character, rajvir, is shorter in contrast to dil hai, however, he turns into an cute guy, notably a little bit shameful. anuradha plays the fun naina, who here seems to be a brunette, while in the film, she is in fact light-haired. pooja, here, takes her individual portrayal, and she does a stupendous job of it. she looks amazing in the outfits, with her lovely beauty . pooja bhatt makes an appearance, here, in two characters, the independent girl dil hai and the wife naina. the two get on against each other, and the movie here expands the old troupe of hit & miss, which is working out remarkably for dil hai. dil hai
usually takes a youthful non-publicity, while she here takes a folksy one. the scene of dil hai is full of eyes. though she is played by her sister, the scene shows her to be her typical self. seeing this woman constantly expressing affection, i am assured that you can not deny the full of life in the movie. on the subject of the scenes, the multiple viewers here are full of eye-cream. the best scene of the film is the one in which naina is proposed by aamir khan to move to his charming town. this scene is full of emotion and the music is incredible. sharing that dil hai ke manta nahin is more than a movie, pooja bhatt further wrote, it is a feeling. it is nostalgia. it is innocence. it is love & longing, for a time we have all lived, dreamed in and lost. which is why it belongs more to the people and audiences who proved yet again that

they are far more forward & expansive than the film industry experts by accepting it with all their heart & ensuring it sustains 30 yrs later.
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Dil Hai Ke Manta Nahin's music composer was the famed music director duo of the 80s, Nadeem-Shravan. The
two also composed the soundtrack to another successful hit, Lagaan. Their score for the film earned three

National Film Awards and seven Filmfare Awards. Dil Hai Ke Manta Nahin was the directorial debut of Bhatt's
brother Mahesh Bhatt. He went on to make several successful movies, including Fukrey (2001), Jab We Met

(2007), Luv Shuv Tey Chicken Khurana (2008), The Dirty Picture (2011) and Piku (2013). The director is
currently working on two more projects, a film on Diana Dors and a TV series with Priyanka Chopra. Dil Hai Ke

Manta Nahin was released in the year 1991. It also marked the debut of the composer duo of Nadeem and
Shravan. Together they composed nearly a thousand songs, including Haal Haal Dil Lagi (1991) Aamir, Johle,

Johle Dil Lage (1992) and Titli Chahe (1991). The two, along with Prem Dhawan, formed the backbone of
Hrithik's acting career. in appreciation of the film, pahwa said, "my dear, i am grateful to you, your love for dil
hai ke manta nahin and the efforts you have put in making it happen," he said. "this is an emotional moment

for me as it's like a reunion with my own self. i never thought i'd be able to watch this film on big screen again.
i am grateful to everyone for making this possible. "i'm grateful to the filmmakers as well as to the audience
who made a standing ovation for the film. this is the proudest moment of my life." along with dil hai ki manta
nahin, other films produced by bhatia-patil include nau do gyarah (1957), chori chori (1956), kismat (1956),

kati patang (1956), saudagar (1956), ekk deewana tha (1957), nai roshni (1956), shesh dillagi (1956), aar paar
(1957) and ganga ki saugandh (1957). in the 1960s, bhatia-patil produced three kannada films: chandrodayam

(1966), kodanda rama (1966) and hudugaata (2007). 5ec8ef588b
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